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Join the others Join the others   

who have who have   

discovered the discovered the   

“key” to eliminating “key” to eliminating 

costly paint rework costly paint rework   

and warranty claims and warranty claims   

due to fish flies due to fish flies   

and other and other   

air contaminants.air contaminants.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

930 Whitmore Drive 

P.O. Box 9300 

Rockwall, Texas 75087 U.S.A. 

(800) 699-6318 

www.katscoatings.com 

 
KATS Coatings® is a  

division of The Whitmore Group 

ISO 9001, ISO/TS 16949, ISO 14001 Registered Company 
 

 

  

  

  

KATS 5080 Temporary Coating KATS 5080 Temporary Coating 

provides excellent paint provides excellent paint 

protection for all cars, buses, protection for all cars, buses, 

vans, trucks, large equipment vans, trucks, large equipment 

and offand off--road vehicles during  road vehicles during  

transit, storage, shipment and transit, storage, shipment and 

while on the lot.while on the lot.   

Removal ProcessRemoval Process  

Before performing removal 
operations, place vehicle in a 

shady, non-windy area. 



 

 

A re fish flies  
eating away your 

profit? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KATS 5080 Temporary Coating 

provides temporary protection for 

up to 12 months and is designed to 

protect painted and chrome 

surfaces from potential damage 

from bugs, bird droppings, acid 

rain, smoke, iron dust, railroad 

filings and other contaminants. 

 

  

  

EASY APPLICATION 

KATS 5080 Temporary Coating may be 

applied with water compatible HVLP or 

conventional spray systems. 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

EASY REMOVAL 

Apply KATS 8077 Remover mixed at 1:6 ratio 

with water, let soak 3-5 minutes and rinse. 

KEY BENEFITS 

� Easy application 

� Up to 12 month paint and 

chrome protection 

� Dries clear 

� Water based technology 

� Biodegradable 

� Easily Removable  

Chrysler 

John Deere 

Jaguar 

Freightliner 

Volkswagen 

Ford 

Daimler Truck 

Honda 

Bobcat 

GM  

JLG 

CASE Corporation 

Currently used by                       

many OEMs, including : 

Other products available: 

� Underbody Coatings 

� Paint Spray Booth Coatings 

� Kwik Kleen (Degreaser) 
260 Gallon Totes 55 Gallon Drums 5 Gallon Pails 

5080 & 8077 Packaging 
 


